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Abstract: The Quantum theory deals with the microscopic structure of the Universe that describes the finer details of nature at the
subatomic domain. To a physicist, quantum mechanics is one of the three great pillars supporting our intuition of evocative, bewildering
and fascinating natural World as we continuously struggle with the inescapable strangeness of the subatomic domain as if something
strange is always afoot. It is well accepted fact that quantum mechanics is a physical theory that describes the way things behave at
subatomic level which is quite dazzling in its precision and explanatory power. A test of quantum electrodynamics, the oldest and best
understood of the modern quantum theory that involves measuring the way an electron behaves in the vicinity of a magnetic force.
Many of the technological and social changes that have revolutionized our lives have actually risen out of the fundamental theoretical
research carried out with only motivation to understand the World in a better way than ever. For example, the invention of transistor
actually came with the fundamental theoretical research on the Uncertainty Principle which states that the uncertainty of the position of
a particle times the uncertainty of its velocity is always a constant. If we double the certainty of the position of the particle, we have to
make half the certainty of its velocity and vice versa. Quantum theory is perhaps the prime example of the infinitely esoteric in the sense
that it describes a World in which a particle really can be in several places at once and it moves from one place to another by exploring
the entire Universe simultaneously- the theory of simultaneity. The diverse and complex Universe is actually made of a few tiny particles
according to the rules of quantum theory which is so simple that can be summarized on the back of an envelope. The more we
understand about the elemental nature of the Universe, the simpler it looks. We have already discovered that everything in the diverse
and complex Universe is nothing but the different assemblies of atoms, and the wide variety of atoms are constructed using the three
building blocks at the sub-atomic domain i.e. subatomic particles: protons, neutrons and electrons. We have also discovered that protons
and neutrons ate made up of combination of three entities called quarks. And that is where things stop as far as recent discovery is
concerned. But the recent progress in particle physics inspiring the quest for the ultimate unified theory of physics that can describe
everything in the Universe in one go. The discovery of Boson particle certainty will revolutionaries the Newton’s mass concept and
gravity into whole new looks. To an optimistic point of view, we must hope the best out of the progress in physics.
Keyword: The quantum theory, Transistors and the Uncertainty Principle, Subatomic domain: protons, neutrons and electrons, Quarks,
The Esoteric Universe.

1. Introduction and Theory
Our lives are actually a function of the physical time [1].
Many trillion molecules come together to form living being
[2, 3] with a single and unique identity at a given particular
time instant. It has something the other unique identity at
another time instant. Thus, till the end of the living being [4,
5] (although the end is relative, I meant according to the
psychological point of view what it generally means,
whatever may be it is), it keeps getting new unique identities
at different time instants with no two identities at two
different time instants are identical to each other. At the
present state of the Universe, the physical time is
unidirectional [6, 7], the reason we cannot get back into old
unique identities that we already left in earlier time instants
[8, 9]. So, unique identities are mere one way traffic for us
[10, 11], once left, it is left for ever [12], at least within the
psychologically limited point of view [13, 14]. But certainly
we are not esoteric as predicted in the Quantum Mechanics
[15, 16] because we are not in the several places at once and
we are not moving from one place to another place by
exploring the entire Universe simultaneously which disprove
the theory of simultaneity at the macroscopic scale of
structure of the Universe. Because we are made of trillion
particles [17, 18], as basic building blocks of us [19], the
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particles can never be esoteric either. More precisely, a
particle can have a single and unique address or identity at a
given particular time instant. And it can have something the
other unique identity or address at another time instant only,
which disproves the theory of simultaneity itself at the
subatomic domain too. When we move, it is actually many
trillion atoms or molecules are moving together [20, 21]
which are bounded by electromagnetic force [22, 23]. Thus
each atoms and molecules have their own unique identity in
the composition as the living being [24, 25]. But we ignore
individual atom’s or molecules’ unique identity and rather
we prefer the collective psychological unique identity as a
living being that formed by the many trillion atoms or
molecules together [26]. Why we have more psychological
weight on the collective identity as living being over the
individual atoms or molecules identity that formed the
collective one, according to Charles Darwin, it is popularly
called natural selection [27, 28]. One particle one address at
a time enhances the support of the theory of determinism.
We actually live in preordained and predefined Universe
where everything is deterministic; it does not matter it is past
or future or something else, whatever may be.
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2. On Matter and Energy
Matter and energy are the flipped sides of the same coin.
There are two critical masses m1 and m2 . m1 can be termed
as the upper critical mass and

m2 can be termed as the lower
critical mass. The upper critical mass ( m1 ) discriminates

between ordinary matters and the matters which display both
particle and wave characteristics. The lower critical mass
( m2 ) discriminates between the matters that display both
particle-wave behavior and the matters which we call mass
less energy or pure energy. Thus the particles below the
lower critical mass ( m2 ) shows pure interference behavior,
we call them wave propagation which are evenly deposited
everywhere, for example, bombarding of photons from the
Sun are evenly deposited on the Earth. The masses between
m1 and m2 are the transition masses which display both
particle characteristics as well as wave characteristics such
as electron deposition by the two slits on the screen in the
Double-slit experiment. The results demonstrate the
principle of wave–particle duality [29]. They can neither be
termed as pure particle (ordinary matter) nor pure energy
(wave propagation). As we come down from m1 to m2 , the
pure particle characteristics gradually decrease and pure
energy characteristics (wave propagation) increase
gradually. Above the critical mass m1 , the matters display a
dominant ordinary particle characteristics and hidden or
recessive energy characteristics. Whereas below mass m2 ,
the matter displays dominant wave characteristics and
hidden or recessive matter characteristics. The masses
between the critical masses m1 and m2 displays a mixture of
partial matter and partial wave characteristics such as uneven
deposition of electrons on the screen which is neither wave
propagation not pure matter characteristics either, but a
compromise between the two.

Figure 2: The interference pattern of electron on the screen
travelled through the single slit and double slit from the
electron gun

Figure 1: the interference pattern of electron on the screen
travelled through double slit from the electron gun in the
Double slit experiment

Figure 3: Electrons build up on the screen in the Double slit
experiment
Ordinary matters (of masses  m1 ) have only dominant
particle characteristics and hidden wave characteristics like
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Earth movement can be only described by particle
characteristics as it has very very negligible wave or
interference characteristics (can be termed as hidden energy
characteristics). The photon movement (  m2 ) has
dominant wave characteristics and very very negligible
matter characteristics (can be termed as hidden matter
characteristics).

3. WHAT E  mC 2 DOES
The famous Einstein’s equation:

E  mC 2

Where m is the mass of the body.
C is the velocity of light 3,00,000 kilometers/ second or
1,86,000 miles per second.
E is the energy.
The transformation of mass into energy in E  mC

2

is

nothing but transformation of mass (  m1 ) to mass (  m2 )
and transformation of energy into mass is nothing but
transformation of mass (  m2 ) to mass (  m1 ). On
psychological recognition point of view, one display pure
interference and the other display ordinary matters
characteristics.

4. Conclusion
We do not live in an esoteric World rather we live in a
deterministic World where everything is preordained and
predefined. Energy or force is nothing but the act of particles
(  m2 ) which we call virtual particles or mass less particles.
If we go from higher mass to lower mass, a range of masses
will display dominant ordinary matter characteristics and
recessive wave characteristics which is very very negligible
(hidden energy characteristics), when we pass the upper
critical mass m1 , the masses will start interfering and
particle characteristics are gradually replaced by wave
characteristics as we come down from m1 to m2 . When we
will cross the lower critical mass m2 , wavy pattern becomes
so dominant that particle characteristics becomes very very
negligible which we can call as hidden particle
characteristics which actually unifies matter with energythey are truly the flipped side of the same coin.
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